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London author Stephen Oram has drawn upon his urban surroundings in his debut novel
Quantum Confessions which depicts the capital in a near-future dystopia. It’s a narrative not
entirely implausible in the digital age and given the current climate in publishing and
Stephen’s choice to self-publish there’s a sense that this author is almost living his fiction,
where individualism is the goal.
Stephen decided to start writing as he approached the age his Father was when he
prematurely died. When discussing his decision to self-publish Stephen says: “The
influences that led me to self-publish are varied, but not least because as a teenager I was
heavily influenced by the ethos of punk. I’ve seen life from a few perspectives which is why
I love taking a sideways and dystopian look at the world; in my early twenties I embraced the squatter scene and
then joined a religious cult, briefly. I did some computer stuff in what became London’s silicon roundabout
and I’m now a civil servant with a gentle attraction to anarchism.”
In today’s uncertain social, political and economical climate both Stephen’s reality and his fiction may resonate
with many a reader. He explores elements of religion and social discord, and pushes his audience to explore their
own contradictions.
Grey is a high performing student with attitude. Aled is torn between his morals and his desires. They live in
a world where those who believe in absolute truth are on a collision course with those who don’t. Society is
becoming dangerously polarised and despite a thread of history that binds Aled and Grey together they take
opposite sides in the conflict; Grey is recruited by The Project and Aled is given custody of The Proof of
Existence. Against the backdrop of a failing society and experiments to find the link between quantum physics
and a supreme being, the real question that unfolds is... “Who chooses your reality?”
For more information about Stephen visit stephenoram.net, facebook.com/StephenOramAuthor and
twitter.com/OramStephen. You can also follow Stephen’s blog Living in Your Dystopia.
Published by SilverWood Books, Quantum Confessions (£9.99 ISBN 9781781322635) is available in paperback
and ebook directly from the publisher at www.silverwoodbooks.com, online retailers and wherever books are
sold.
Note to editors: Stephen is available for interview. Please call him directly on 07791 941377 or you can contact
the publisher SilverWood Books on 0117 910 5829. High-resolution images are available to accompany any
editorial piece.
Feature/discussion suggestions:
• Self-publishing in the eyes of a gentle anarchist.
• Danger of dogma versus danger of liberalism
• Individualised consumerism and individualised morals
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